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Abstmct-This paper proposes a simple control method of chaos from a piecewise linear hysteresis circuit. We can derive one dimensional return map rigorously from the circuit. It enables us to prove chaos generation and to calculate the initial value for the desired unstable periodic orbit (ab. UPO). The control method uses occasional proportional feedback in each linear region and must stabilize the desired UP0 in a theoretical sense. The robustness of the control method is veriiied by laboratory experiment.
I. INTRODUCTION
Chaotic orbit approaches one of many unstable periodic orbits (ab.UPO) embedded in the chaotic attractor, goes away from it and repeats such behavior. Chaos control method uses this characteristic and stabilizes one of many UP0 through perturbations in system parameters. Ott, Grebogi and York [l] have first proposed such control (ab.OGY) to stabilize saddle from two dimensional map. The OGY has developed into high dimensional systems [2] and flow systems [3] . Then Ditto, Rauseo, and Spano [4] have implemented the OGY in a periodically driven physical system. Also, Hunt [5] has applied occasional proportional feedback (ab. OPF, a simplified version of OGY) to stabilize UP0 in the diode resonator and it causes an interesting application for stabilization of laser [6] . Now, such studies are in progress with great interest [7] , [8] .
This paper considers controlling chaos from continuous-time autonomous piecewise linear circuits (e.g., Chua's circuit [9] , [lo] ).
Both laboratory measurement and theoretical approach are relatively easy for such circuits. In fact, some interesting results for controlling Chua' where . denotes d/dr and h(z) is a bipolar hysteresis that jumps from 1 to -1 if z hits -1 from the right and vice versa (see Fig. 1 ).
The term K' Az plays an important role in the control method but we omit it in this section. Equation (1) governs a circuit family whose nonlinear element is only one hysteresis resistor [ 181. z and y are given by state variables and are continuous. An example circuit is shown in Section IV. Then we focus on the following parameter range:
Solution on S+ = {(z,y, h)ls 2 -1,h = 1) is given by
for 0 < r < r8,, where rs is a switching time when I = -1 and the solution jumps onto S-= ((2, y, h)]z 5 1, h = -l} as shown in Fig. 1 . Note that T is identical with the clockwise angle from
In order to derive the return map, we define some objects on S+. Let Ld = {(z,y, h)lz = p, h = l},Th-= {(z,y, h)lz = -1, h = l},Th+ = ((2, y, h)]z = 1, h = l} and let points on these lines be represented by their y coordinate, e.g., y E Ld implies (p, y, 1) E Ld. 
where TD = n/2 + tan-l 6 and FZ is given afterward. Ld will be the domain of the return map and we consider trajectory starting from y(0) E Ld. If y(0) 2 D then the trajectory intersects Ld at r = n: If y(0) < D then it hits Th-at some positive time ~1. Letting the hit point be ya, y(0) is given explicitly by ya:
At r = 71, the trajectory jumps to (-1, ya, -1) E S-. Noting that the trajectory starting from (-1, ya, -1) is symmetric to that starting from (1, -ya, 1) E Th+, we consider the trajectory starting from
-ya E Th+ at T = 0. It intersects Ld at 7 = ~2:
Therefore, we can define one dimensional return map: F: Lo + LD. F and its slope DF(y) z (d/dy)F(y) are given by 03)
for y < D, where ya is given by the equation y = Fz(y,,) and is calculated by using the regula falsi. Fig. 2 shows an example of the return map. F is halfline for y 2 D and is convex for ya < D. Also, F(M) is the local maximum and is less than yp. Then the system dynamics can be simplified into yn+i = F(y, be confirmed. Hereafter, we assume the chaos generating condition (10) and focus on F: J + J.
III. CHAOS CONTROL METHOD
For a convenience to explain the control method, we transform the domain of F. First, we note that the equilibrium (p, yp) moves along Lk = { (2, y, h)ly = yz, h = l} as p varies. Since condition (10) guarantees A4 < ye, the trajectory starting from y(0) E J does not hit Th-before it intersects Lk (see Fig. 3 ). Letting rk be the interSeCtiOn time, the intersection (Z(rk), yx(rk)) iS given by X(G) = g(y(0)) = (y(0) --~p)e"l" sin rk + P, 7T Tk = --tan 2 -l y.
Then we transform (F: J + J) into (f: 1 --+ I) as the following:
where let any point in I be represented by its x coordinate. F: J + J in Fig. 2 is equivalent to f in Fig. 4 . Then we give some definitions for periodic points from xn+l = f (x"), xo E I. Dejnition I: xq E I is said to be a periodic point with period q ifx, = f* (x,) andx, # fk(x,) for0 < k<q. Since lDf(x)l > 1 on I, any periodic point in 1 is unstable periodic point (ab.UPP). A sequence of UPP, {f(x,),... , fq(x,)}, is said to be unstable periodic sequence (ab.UPS). Then we omit the fixed point off from the UPP.
Remark: The UPP is an initial value for UP0 from (1). The UPP with period q is given by f p (xq) = xq. This equation can be described analytically by using (5)- (7) and (11). It can be calculated by using regula falsi. An example of UPP is shown in Fig. 4 and corresponding UP0 is shown in Fig. 3 . Now we consider to stabilize any UPS. Note that the UPS must pass through the interval (p, XR] (see Fig. 4 ). Then we give Definition 2: For the UPS, let X~ be the maximum UPP, XI be the second maximum UPP and let 10 = (z~ -u, XR], where D requires 0 < g 5 (xu -xc',)/?. In the control method, ID is the error detection window. of UPP Under this definition, we propose a basic system for the control method (see Fig. 4 ):
Condition (10) guarantees that chaotic orbit from f must approach any UPP and must hit 10. For xn E 10, xn is mapped to f (x~) and after that the orbit joins to the UPS. That is, tbis system stabilizes any UPS in a theoretical sense. In numerical simulations, we can not avoid round off error from calculations of zu and f. However, the sequence from fc well approximates the UPS if the sequence starting from f (5,) is in g-neighborhood of the UPS for 0 5 n 5 q -1. In this case, the sequence returns to ID, moves in a-neighborhood of the UPS and repeats such behavior. Then we can realize the dynamics 'from fc in the flow system (1): Theorem 2 (see Fig. 3 ): We assume that x, is given. The trajectory starting from (zu, 7~~) is the target UPO. Then let a trajectory intersect ID at r = 0 and let (zn, yzn) denote the intersection. If we apply OPF that adds the following Ap to p for 0 5 r 5 T (or during y 5 ya: right after the intersection), then the trajectory hits (f(xU),+yf(xU)), f(xu) E I, at r = n. Therefore we can join the trajectory to the UP0 for r > n.
Ap=K(x,-xc,), Kr A, Proofi For (l), the trajectory starting from ( xp, yz,), xP E 10, is given by where 0 2 r 5 n. Here we note that Condition (10) guarantees that any trajectory starting from Io C Lk does not hit Th-by T = ?r. Substituting (rr, p + Ap) for (r, p) in (15), we obtain y(r) = yx(r), x(m) -p = -e6*(x, -p).
It implies (x(~),Y(T))
= (f (xu), rf (2,)).
Q.E.D. This theorem guarantees the stabilization of the UPO. In the real experiments, we should repeat this OPF on S+ and the symmetric OPF on S-. It gives an approximated UP0 as far as the trajectory is in o-neighborhood of the UP0 during time interval between two successive OPF. The reason is the same as that for fc. For the implementation purpose, we conclude the control method:
Step I: Calculate the initial value xu by using f and calculate the gain K by using (14). Step 2: If a trajectory intersects (p, ZR] C I, then hold its z component xp during y < ye right after the intersection.
Step 3: If xp -xa > -g, then apply the OPF during y 5 yx right after the intersection.
Step 4: Repeat the OPF in Step 3 on S+ and the symmetric OPF on S-. If VP -vu = 0, it is a symmetric hysteresis resistor. Using the following dimensionless variables and parameters:
where h(x) = (l/E)H(Vx). Then we focus on the case where the coefficient matrix of (17) has complex eigenvalues SW f jw:
Then applying the following transformation: 7 = wt', a+1 a+1 y'-rx+$ y=-2w+$ Equation (17) is transformed into (1). Then we notice that y 5 yx is equivalent to ri 5 v and ri takes peak value if ri = v. Also, H(v) = E and H(v) = -E correspond to S+ and S-, respectively. Here let v, E Vz, and let V~ = Vu. Noting that the feedback gain I(' is adjustable by only Gc, we adjust it to satisfy K' = Ii. Then the control on S+ (Steps 2 and 3) can be realized by the following operation for H = E (see Fig. 5 ):
Step 2': The peak of ir is held during ri 5 v right after ri takes the peak. The peak hold circuit realizes it. Let up be the held peak. Step 3': The control switch S is closed only if v,, -vu > -v, and ri 5 v. In this case, the error up -vu. is fed back to the circuit via Gc. It realizes OPF on S+.
Replacing v,ri and vl, -v, in the above by v, = sgn(H(v))v,v, E sgn(H(v))?'i and Au E sgn(H(v)) (v, -v,) , respectively, we can realize the symmetric OPF for H(v) = -E. This replacement is realized easily by using invertors and analog switches. Fig. 6 shows some of stabilized UPO. They qualitatively well coincide with numerical trajectories from (17). Then we should mention that we adjust only the peak voltage zllL in the laboratory experiment. It implies that the control system operates as an explorer of UPO. In fact, we have observed many periodic orbits in the experiment by adjusting only v,. Such applications will be reported elsewhere.
V. CONCLUSION We have proposed a simple control method for a hysteresis circuit for which theoretical evidence for chaos generation is given. Our method uses OPF in each linear region and the feedback law can be given without approximations. We have given a theory that guarantees stabilization of desired UP0 if its initial value is given. Also, we have confirmed the system robustness in laboratory experiments. Now we are considering 1) classification of UPO; 2) precision of approximated UP0 in experiments; 3) application for higher dimensional circuits; and 4) application for synchronization of chaos.
Winner-take-all (WTA) networks constitute basic building blocks in analog parallel signal processing systems (e.g., vector quantizers, pattern classifiers). Given a scalar set X = {xi, ~2, . * . , z,v}, the winner-take-all function consists of identifying the largest (or smallest) among the N components of X. According to the number of interconnects, WTA circuits can be classified as complexity O(N) or complexity O(N*). O(N) systems are attractive in virtue of the smaller silicon area needed for their implementations. We verify that VLSI realizations of the WTA function rely almost invariably on voltage-follower (VF) circuits for the transmission of the inhibitory signal over the network, being the VF's responsible for the desired system parallelism and small circuit size. Basic VF circuits present low gain, however, and therefore low .resolution, what has caused several modifications to be proposed in order to enhance the system performance. These modifications yet only contribute with additional local positive feedback in O(N) systems, being the global feedback still transmitted by an underlying VF circuit. In this paper we present a design-oriented discussion on the role of MOSNF circuits in the realization of the WTA function and derive a general method for estimating the resolution gain attained when such modifications are introduced onto a basic system. We start by examining, in Section II, the simplest form of O(N) WTA network, the basic voltage-follower, with the purpose of establishing some comparison parameters and so further understand the potentialities of the modified configurations, which are examined in Section III. The discussions are further illustrated through experimental measurements in Section IV, where examples of implementations that do not employ VF circuits are also shown (along with comments on their expected resolution and circuit size).
II. BASIC VOLTAGE-FOLLOWER WTA Fig. 1 shows a basic nMOS VF circuit, which is constructed by simply connecting N conventional source-followers in parallel, having inputs VI, Vz, . . ' , VN, output VO, and a common bias voltage VB. In what follows we consider the transistors operating initially in Manuscript received February 1, 1994; revised October 3, 1994 
